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Let K be an eventually compact linear integral operator on LP(R,,u), 1 < p < co, 
with nonnegative kernel k(x, y), where the underlying measure p is totally u-finite 
on the domain set Q when p = 1. This work extends the previous analysis of the 
author who characterized the distinguished eigenvalues of K and K*, and the 
support sets for the eigenfunctions and generalized eigenfunctions belonging to the 
spectral radius of K or K*. The characterizations of the support sets for the 
algebraic eigenspaces of K or K* are phrased in terms of significant k-components 
which are maximal irreducible subsets of R and which yield a positive spectral 
radius for the integral operator defined by the restriction of k(x, y) to the Cartesian 
product of such sets. In this paper, we show that a basis for the functions, 
constituting the algebraic eigenspaces of K and K * belonging to the spectral radius 
of K, can be chosen to consist of elements which are positive on their sets of 
support, except possibly on sets of measure less than some arbitrarily specified 
positive number. In addition, we present necessary and sufficient conditions, in 
terms of the significant k-components, for both K and K* to possess a positive 
eigenfunction (a.e. p) corresponding to the spectral radius, as well as necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the sequence /( y”K”g]], to converge whenever g > 0. where 
(( - ]I,, denotes the norm in L”(Q,,a), and y, the smallest (in modulus) characteristic 
value of K. This analysis is made possible by introducing the concepts of chains, 
lengths of chains, height, and depth of a significant k-component as was done by 
U. Rothblum [Lin. Alg. Appl. 12 (1975), 281-292) for the matrix setting. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be an eventually compact linear integral operator on LP(R,p), 
1 < p < co, with nonnegative kernel k(x, y). The underlying measure P is 
assumed to be totally a-finite on the domain set L! when p = 1. In [6], 
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Nelson provided both necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
nonnegative f E Lp(Q, p) such that 
Af = w  + g: (1.1) 
for given L > 0 and nonnegative g E LP(f2, p), where K is defined by 
for any f E LP(R, p). Victory [ II] later refined and extended the analysis by 
Nelson to characterize the distinguished eigenvalues of K and K* and the 
sets of support for eigenfunctions and generalized eigenfunctions belonging 
to the spectral radius of K. 
The results in both these works were phrased in terms of maximal 
irreducible subsets of R, i.e., representatives of the significant k-components, 
which have the property that each of the integral operators, generated by 
restricting k(=c, Y) to the Cartesian product of such sets, has a positive 
spectra1 radius. Such subsets were shown to exist under assumptions guaran- 
teeing that K is not quasinilpotent. (See, e.g., [6. p. 712; 9, p. 3541, respec- 
tively, for the definition of irreducible subsets and of how the irreducibility of 
an integral operator (in the idea1 sense) can be characterized in terms of such 
sets). Each such maximal irreducible set Ai can then be used to construct 
certain minimal sets, the k- and k*-closures of Ai, which generate in a 
natural manner the smallest K*-idea1 and K-ideal, respectively, containing 
functions supported on such minima1 sets. (See, e.g., Schaefer [9, p. 1861 for 
the definition of operator invariant ideals.) 
In the present work, we reline our knowledge by defining the concepts of 
chain, length of chain, and height and depth of a significant k-component, 
and show how these newly-defined concepts play an underpinning role in 
examining conditions under which K or K* possesses a totally positive 
eigenfunction corresponding to the spectra1 radius when ,u is o-finite on R; in 
addition, necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of these concepts will 
be established governing the convergence of, and providing rates of 
divergence for, the sequence (~~~~K”g~~,/)~ g)j,, g > O}, with y, the smallest (in 
modulus) characteristic value of K. An interesting fact established in this 
paper is that a basis for the functions, constituting the algebraic eigenspaces 
of K and K* corresponding to the spectra1 radius, can be chosen positive on 
their sets of support, with the possible exception of sets having measure less 
than a specified positive number. 
In Section II, we introduce notation and describe the salient results from 
the works of Nelson [6] and Victory [ 111 concerning the significant k- 
components and the decomposition of ~2 in terms of representatives of these 
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sets and of quasi-nilpotent components, In this section also, we extend to the 
integral operator setting the concepts of chains of classes, and of lengths of 
such chains, formerly introduced by Rothblum [8, pp. 28 l-2921 for the 
finite-dimensional setting, and proceed to show how such concepts can be 
utilized to formulate the concepts of height and depth of a significant k- 
component. In Section III, we refine [ 11, Theorem 5 ] to show that the 
algebraic eigenspace of K and K* corresponding to the spectra1 radius 
consists of eigenelements with the positivity features outlined in the 
preceding paragraph. Section IV introduces necessary and sufficient 
conditions under which K and K* each possesses a totally positive (a.e. ,B) 
eigenfunction corresponding to the spectral radius of K. Necessary and 
sufftcient conditions, in terms of the significant k-components, for 
convergence of the sequence {]]ryK”g]],,/]] g]],}, for any g > 0, will be 
provided in Section V, as well as rates of divergence of the above sequence 
in case such governing conditions are absent. Applications of these results in 
Section V will be discussed. 
II. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
In this section, we shall define the notation used in the paper and 
introduce the concepts of chain of subsets of 0, length of a chain, and height 
and depth of a significant k-component. These concepts are combinational in 
nature and are strongly motivated by the connected graph properties of the 
normal form of a nonnegative reducible matrix [ 10, pp. 30, 461. It will be 
seen in Section III that such concepts provide a vehicle to refine the results 
of Victory [ 11, Theorem 51 to show that the algebraic eigenspace 
corresponding to the spectra1 radius of K (denoted for brevity as ]lKl],), 
consists of a basis of eigenelements each of which is almost positive on its 
set of support. Indeed, the concepts introduced in this section, and results 
presented later, extend to the integral operator setting the analogous results 
of Rothblum 18, pp. 281-2921 for the matrix setting. 
If we let A denote an arbitrary measurable subset of the underlying 
domain set R, then B CA is said to k-reduce A if ,u(A - B) > 0, p(B) > 0 
and 
(2-l) 
for A,, B,, any o-finite sets such that A,, c A -B, B, c B. The set A is said 
to be k-reducible or k-irreducible according to whether there exists B which 
k-reduces A or not. 
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We recall that a set C c Q is k-closed if 0 - C k-reduces Q. The k-closure 
of a set C, denoted as C-, is given by C- = lJ :zO (K*)” C. where 
K*C = ( .Y E R: ,uU[C*(Y)] > 01, (2.2a) 
C*(y) = (x E C: k(x, y) > O}. (2.2b) 
The k-closure of a u-finite set C is itself a-finite. Properties of k-closed sets in 
R, and of the k-closure of u-finite sets in 0, may be found in [6, Sects. 3 
and 51. By construction, C will generate in a natural manner the smallest 
K*-ideal containing functions with sets of support within, and at most equal 
to, C- [9, pp. 158, 1861. 
A set C is k*-closed if and only if C k-reduces R. The k*-closure of a set 
C, denoted as Cm , is given by C = lJF=, (K”) C, where 
KC = (x E R: ,u[C(X)] > O}. (2.3a) 
C(x) = ( y E C: k(x, y) > O}. (2.3b) 
As for the k-closure of a set C, the k*-closure of a u-finite set C is itself u- 
finite. Properties of k*-closed sets in Q, and of the k*-closure of u-finite sets 
in R, may be found in [ 11, Section II]. By construction, C will generate in 
a natural manner the smallest K-ideal containing functions with sets of 
support within, and at most equal to, C- [9, pp. 158, 1861. 
DEFINITION 1. A u-finite set B has access from a u-finite set A if and 
only if B is essentially contained in A _ ; similarly, B has access to A if and 
only if A is essentially contained in BP. 
We recall that a k-component is an equivalence class of measurable 
subsets of .(;2, which are maximal, up to null sets, relative to the property of 
being k-irreducible [6, p. 7141. If A c R is measurable, then K restricted IO 
A, written as K ] A, means P, KP,, where P,,, is the projection of L”(f2, p) 
onto the subspace of functions essentially zero outside A along the subspace 
of functions essentially zero on A. The notation u(A) is used to mean 
lIt.W’,llsp~ The spectral radius of a k-component is the spectral radius 
associated with anyone of its representatives. A significant k-component is a 
k-component whose associated spectral radius is positive. A significant k- 
component a is called a basic component (or a I] K&,-component) if u(A) = 
IlKlIsp’ where A is any representative of a. In [ 11, Proposition 21, Victory 
showed that the family of basic components is nonempty provided 
II Kllsp > 0. 
We can define a partial order on the class of significant k-components by 
the relation “<“, in which a < /I is equivalent to requiring A - to be essen- 
tially contained in B-, where A and B are any two representatives of a and 
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/3, respectively. In a similar manner, we can define a partial ordering “2’ 
introduced by Victory in [ 1 I], in which a S/I if and only if B- is essentially 
contained in A _, where B and A are any two representatives of /I and a, 
respectively. 
In the following, we shall let J’ and X be two significant k-components, 
and J and K will generically denote any two representatives of .P and Z, 
respectively. In a k*-closed subset C of n, we say that 3 will be minimal 
with respect to “2’ among the significant k-components, with representatives 
essentially contained in C, if and only if no other subset of C, essentially 
disjoint from J, has access CO J. We shall also say that J is an initial or 
minimal set of C. Similarly, in any k-closed subset C of 0, we say that f 
will be maximal with respect to “<” among the significant k-components 
having representatives essentially contained in C, if and only if no other 
subset of C, essentially disjoint from J, has access from J. We shall also say 
that J is a final or maximal subset of the k-closed set C. 
DEFINITION 2. A chain of subsets of 5) is a collection of subsets such 
that every subset in the collection has access to or from every other subset in 
the collection. A chain of subsets with initial (minimal) set J and final 
(maximal) set K is called a chuin from J to K. The length of a chain is the 
number of representatives of basic components contained in the chain. In 
general, the set J is said to have access to rhe set K (from the set K) in n 
steps if the longest chain from J to K (from K to J) is n. 
For the remainder of this section, we shall assume that 3 <X. The 
following concepts will be useful in formulating the main results of this 
paper: 
DEFINITION 3. The significant k-component 7 has access to the 
significant k-component X in n steps if the length of the longest chain from 
J to K is n, where J and K are any two representatives of .7 and X, respec- 
tively. 
DEFINITION 4. The height of a sig@cunt k-component 7 is the length 
of the longest chain in which J is final, where J is any representative of 7. 
DEFINITION 5. The depth of a significant k-component 7 is the length of 
the longest chain in which J is initial, where J is any representative of J. 
.We now proceed to show that the concepts just introduced are well 
defined and to provide a characterization of these concepts in terms of a 
Husse graph of the basic components involved, which is naturally generated 
by the respective partial ordering employed. 
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1I.A. The Concept of Accessibility of One SignlO?cant k-component to 
Another 
To show that the concept of accessibility of one significant k-component 
to another is well defined, we let J and K be any two representatives of the 
significant k-components 3’ and X, respectively, and consider the set x = 
J- n K-. Next, we let a and p be two significant k-components with 
respective representatives A and B essentially contained in x = J_ n K ~. We 
say that c1 Sfi relative to x if and only if B _ n K- c A _ f7 K-, where the 
symbol “c” means is essentially contained in. The relation between the 
significant k-components in x is a partial ordering as can be easily verified. 
We define the k*-closure of a set A c x relative to x as the set A ~. n K- and 
denote this set by (A-),; in a similar manner, we define the k-closure of 
A c x relative to x as the set A - n J- and denote this set by (A - )x. 
Moreover, we can partially order the significant k-components in x by the 
relation ‘*<” introduced by Nelson [6, p. 7 15 ] by defining a ,< /I relative to ): 
ifandonly ifA--nJ-cB-nJ_. 
We let cX be the family of basic components with representatives essen- 
tially contatned in x, and iVX be the number of such components, From [ 6. 
Theorem 3 1, we can conclude that the total number of basic components is 
finite. We give two results which provide some insight into the arrangement 
of representatives of f, in x. But first, we define the following subfamily 
of rx: 
-r, = {q, I= l,..., r: (CZ- - aI) n TX = 0}, (2.4) 
in which the notation (a,- - a,) n fX indicates those particular elements of r, 
whose representatives are essentially contained in (A, - A,) n K -~, where 
a,- represents the equivalence class consisting of elements whose symmetric 
difference with A,- has zero measure. Without loss of generality, we shall 
assume r < N,. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A,, 1= 1,2,..., r, be representatives of corresponding 
elements in 5. Then any set A contained in u;= I (A,- - A,) n K - 
representing a significant k-component cannot be in the k-closure relative IO 
x of any representative of a, E rx. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let N, be the number of elements from r,. Relative to 
the partial ordering “IS’, not all elements of <K are minimal unless r = N,. 
Remark. Under the partial ordering given by ‘5”. every element in ,q is 
a maximal element in rX. Proposition 2 asserts that there exists at least one 
element from I’, with a representative whose k*-closure relative to x includes 
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at least one representative of an element from 5. Therefore, we can deduce 
that U;=, A ; n J- contains at least one representative of a basic component 
aj, j> r+ 1. 
We now turn to partitioning the basic components constituting r,. Besides 
the family 3;, we define the other subfamilies of TX: 
5 = {a,, 1 = r + I,..., N,: (a,--a,pr,cq 
.& = {a,, 1= N, + I,..., N,: (al--a,)nI’,cc<UX2, 
I 
m-1 
LFm= a,, I=N,,,-, + I,..., N,: (a,-- a,)nT,c u 4, 
I 
j=l 
(a,--q)nr,n&-, z0 , 
where the notation (a,- - a,) n TX nT-, # 0 means at least one basic 
component a, with representatives in A,- -A, lies in the family .-T ~, . 
Remark. It is clear that with the partitioning of sets defined by (2.4) and 
(2.5), a chain with length m, but of no greater length, can be constructed 
using the ordering “s’, linking J with K. Because of the fact that the 
symmetric difference between any two representatives of a significant k- 
component has measure zero, we see that the concept of accessibility of one 
significant k-component 3 to 2, 3 ,<,F, in n steps is a well-defined one. 
1I.B. The Height of a SigniJicant k-Component 
We now turn to discussing the concept of the height of a significant k- 
component 3. As was shown in Nelson [6, p. 717 (Theorem 3)], the family 
of significant k-components is at most countably infinite. Let us enumerate 
the significant k-components by {ai! i > 11. We define wg as the equivalence 
class consisting of complements of unions of all the significant k-component 
representatives. The discussion by Victory [ 11, Sect. II] shows that 
a(~~) = 0, or that K or K*, restricted to a representative 0, from w,,, will 
be quasinilpotent. 
Let A,O be a representative of the significant k-component aj,, and consider 
A,;. We label and enumerate the countable set .of significant k-components, 
with representatives essentially contained in A,;, as a: jO, a,*; jO,..., an*, jO,... . 
We let J”; be the subfamily of basic components whose representatives are 
essentially contained in A,;. We partition the family of significant k- 
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components and arrange them in the following manner, reminiscent of the 
Hasse diagram for finite, partially ordered sets: 
8” = (a,Fjo: a,Fjo has access to oj(, in zero steps!, 
8, = (azjl,: a,Fj, has access to qiO in exactly one step). 
(2.6) 
ti,,- = { azjo: azj, has access to aj, in exactly m steps 1. 
We let Z$ be the equivalence class of sets whose symmetric difference 
with Sz, n A,; has p-measure zero, where a, and AiO are representatives of 
o0 and ajo, respectively. For any representative Yz of Ez, we partition it 
into disjoint subsets Y,$,,..., Y,*-,jO, each having the respective accessibility 
to AjO described for the significant k-components in (2.6). We subdivide Aj, 
in the following manner: 
d, = u (ArTjo: Atjo represents ozj, E 9,,/ u Y$,j,* 
A,fl- = u (AzjO: Azja represents Qzj, E J3mm ) U Yz -,j(, . 
(2.7) 
Such a partition of A,; is unique up to sets of p-measure zero. It is clear 
that a chain of length rn- can be constructed with AjO as the final set. By the 
same reasoning employed to show the concept of accessibility of one 
significant k-component to another is well defined, we can conclude that the 
height of a significant k-component is also a well-defined concept. We note 
that m - >, 0 and in fact equals zero if ,93, = 0. 
KC. The Depth of a Significant k-Component 
In discussing the depth of a significant k-component ajO. we enumerate the 
significant k-components with representatives in Ajo . where Al<> represents 
ajO. We have a% ,..., aa ,..., with the following arrangement: 
.q; = (a,,>;: aLSO has access from yiO in zero steps), 
.4, = (a,,jo: a,;ja has access from aj, in exactly one step}. 
(2.8) 
Tdm = (am: am has access from aj, in exactly m- steps}. 
As before, we let ZjO be the equivalence class of sets whose symmetric 
difference with OR0 n AjC has p-measure zero. For any representative Y;., of 
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EjO, we partition it into disjoint subsets YO,iO,..., Y,- j,, each having access 
from aj0 described for the significant k-components in (2.8). We subdivide 
Ajo in the following manner: 
P, = U (Am: Am represents a=E JB,} U ‘o,jo) 
P, = u (Am: Aa represents a=E d,) U Y,,jo, 
(2.9) 
P,,,- = U {Am: Ai,io represents a=E 6-1 U urn- ,j,* 
Such a partition of Aj, is unique up to sets of p-measure zero. It is clear 
that a chain of length m- can be constructed with AjO as the initial set. As 
for the other two concepts, we can conclude that the depth of a significant k- 
component is a well-defined concept. We note that m- > 0 and in fact equals 
zero if &, = 0. We shall use the partitioning of the basic components, 
significant k-components, and quasinilpotent sets in (2.4)-(2.9) in the 
following section, where the results obtained by Victory [ 11, Theorem 51 are 
further refined to show the existence of a basis of generalized eigenfunctions 
for the algebraic eigenspace of K corresponding to (]K((spr each of which 
turns out to be nearly positive on its set of support. 
III. RESULTS ON THE ALGEBRAIC EIGENSPACE OF (JKJ(,, 
We recall that the Riesz index of an eigenvalue 1, /A ( # 0, of an operator 
K is the smallest number v such that ..N@I - K)” =J”(LI - K)“+ ‘, where 
J’(T) denotes the null space of an operator T. The subspace M@I - K)” is 
the algebraic eigenspace of K belonging to 1; its elements are called 
generalized eigenfunctions of K belonging to L; and, most importantly, its 
dimension will be finite [ 12, pp. 330-3441, since K itself is an eventually 
compact linear operator. We say that a generalized eigenfunction w  
belonging to 1 has index r. if and only if (AZ-K)’ w  = 0, but 
(AZ - K)r-’ w  # 0. For any 1# 0, u is well defined and we denote its depen- 
dence on L by writing v(1). We shall quote relevant facts from the Riesz- 
Schauder theory of eventually compact, linear integral operators (see, for 
example, [ 12, Chapter 1 l]), as they are needed in the ensuing discussion. 
We recall from [ 11, Theorem 1 and Corollary l] that a nonnegative 
eigenfunction can be constructed with support in each Ai ~, where Ai is a 
representative of a basic component in the subfamily .-7; of Z in (2.4), with 
x = 0. We refine the conclusions of [ 11, Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 ] by 
means of the following result whose proof constitutes the Appendix: 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let r = (a,, I = 1, 2,..., N) be the family of basic 
components and 5 be a subfamily of r with each class satisfving the 
following property: 
-i”l = {a,, 1 = 1, 2 ,..., r: (A,--A,)nT=0}. (3.1) 
Then each nonnegative eigenfunction with support on each Ai is totally 
positive on A,-(a.e. ,u). 
Proposition 3 is used very crucially in the proof of the following result 
about the sign and support structure of a basis for the algebraic eigenspace 
belonging to 1) K]j,, : 
THEOREM 1. Let K be a nonnegative, eventually compact linear integral 
operator with spectral radius (JKI(,, > 0 with Riesz index vO. Moreover, let 
r = (ai : i = 1, 2,..., N} be the family of basic components with the integer m 
denoting the number of subfamilies of r, which arise by partitioning r in the 
manner described by (2.4) and (2.5). Then: 
(1) A basis for the algebraic eigenspace of K associated with (1 K I(,, 
can be chosen to consists of N eigenelements WI,..., I$’ such that each I/ is 
positive on A,-, where Ai represents the ith basic class a;, with the possible 
exception of sets Ei, ,u(Ei) < .si, &i arbitrarily given. 
(2) The Riesz index of llKllsp is precisely equal to m. 
(3) There is a generalized eigenelement whose support includes the 
largest number of basic component representatives and that for n = 0, l,..., 
m - 1, (K - 1) Kllsp I)” w ) B > 0 (except possibly on a set with measure less 
than an arbitrarily specified number E > 0) with B in the support of w tf and 
only if B has height at least n + 1. 
Proof (Assertion (1)). We pick a basic component aj0 from the family r, 
and shall show: (i) there is a $0 such that for some integer k(j,) > 0, 
(K - 11 Kjlsp Qk(jo’ I@J = 0, and (ii) Iv/o1 B > 0 (a.e. p) except possibly on a set 
of arbitrarily small measure if and only if B has access from A,,, where Aj0 
represents the basic component aj0. As in Section II, we shall let m- (j,) be 
the depth of a,0 and (rj,)- be the subfamily of r consisting of basic 
components with representatives essentially contained in Aji. For the 
remainder of the discussion, we shall rely crucially on the following 
partitioning of the basic components in (r,,)- under the partial ordering “$’ 
using the notation employed in (2.5): 
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& = (a,, 1= 1, 2 )...) r: (a,- - aj) n Crj,).. = 0)v 
3; = {a,, I = r + 1 ****Y N2 : (a/ - - a,) n Crj,) - c * }, 
& = {a,, I= N, + I,..., N3: (a,--a,)n(qJ- c_j7;uF2, 
(al--a,)n(rj,>-n~#O}, (3.2) 
We observe that ajO EST,-,~,, . The number m = m- (j,) is the depth of yjO. 
From the facts that a,” is the minimal set in (rjO)- under the partial ordering 
“s”, and that Ajc - A,o k-reduces A,,, we can conclude Xm_CjOj = {ai,}. With 
the partitioning of subsets in Ajo in (2.9), we see that representatives of basic 
components in 6, which form the terminal set of a chain of length m _ (j,,) - 
i+ 1 with initial set Ajo, will be in P,,_CjO+i+,, 1 <i,< mm&), and the 
number of such basic components in 6 is positive. In any Pi, the basic 
component representatives are the only minimal sets under the partial 
ordering “s’. The set P, is of course the null set. 
In A,;, we construct our generalized eigenfunction in an inductive manner: 
first on those sets constituting P, ; then on sets constituting P, UP, (i.e., 
those sets which have access from Aj, in at most two steps); and at thejth 
stage, 1 < j < me&), on sets constituting P, U PI U . -. U Pj (i.e., on sets 
having access from Ajo in at mostj steps). We note that all Pi, 1 < i ( m- (io) 
have u-finite measure, since Aj, does. 
By the definition of P,, and the fact that Ajo is the only minimal set in P,, 
we see that for any subset B c P, with positive measure, B- n A!; will 
essentially contain Ajo as its only basic component representative. It is now 
quite easy to see that K ) P, has 11 K IJSP as a simple eigenvalue. For one thing, 
the fundamental eigenfunction gJt to K* ) Ajo, for which ’ 
I’ I g,p)14 40) = 17 
. *io 
(3.3) 
is an eigenfunction to (K [ P,)* belonging to I[ K(ISp; since all eigenelements 
dk to K ( P, belonging to )IKllsp must intersect AjO, with bk(x) = a&,(x). 
x E Ai,,, (j,, I&<x)I’ 44~) = 11, where 4, is the fundamental eigenfunction 
to K JAjO, then gz cannot possibly annihiliate all but one of the 
eigenelements as predicted by the Riesz-Schauder theory [ 12, pp. 342-344, 
esp. Theorems 18 and 191. Hence, 11 Kllsp is a simple eigenvalue to K ) P, , 
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and the arguments employed in the proof of Proposition 3 show that on P, 
there is a (a.e.) positive h, such that 
1. 4x, Y) h,(y) 44~) = II KII,, h,(-v), x E P,. (3.4) 
‘PI 
We let Si=Uj,,Ej, and define the associated operators Ri = 
W - IIKII,, 1) I S, and Ki = (K - I\K/(,,I) 1 Pi for all i, 1 <i < m-(j,). We 
observe that, because of the accessibility requirements of sets in Pi + , , Si + , is 
k-reduced by Pi + , ) or, in other words, 
and that all other subsets in Pi+ I will have access from at least one of the 
representatives of the basic components in Pi,, . At this point, we assume 
that we have constructed an element h,(x) for which (Ri)i hi = 0, such that hi 
has support in Si, and is positive except possibly on sets B, c P,, I < Y < i, 
with p(B,) < E,, E, arbitrarily given. We now proceed to extend the function 
hi to one with similar properties on Si + , . 
To this end, we note that the equation Ri+ ,f = g, with the support off 
and gin Si+,. can be decomposed to the two equations 
Rifl(x) = g,(x), XE si, 
(_ k(x,Y)fi(4’)d~(Y)+Ifi+lf2(x)=gz(x). xEPi+lv 
(3.6) 
si 
wheref,=flSi,fi=flPi+,, and g, and g, are defined similarly. We define 
the operator Qi, having as domain functions with support in Si, and range a 
subset of those functions with support in Pi + , , by 
Qi/(x)=j~,k(x,Y)f(Y)dCl(y), XEPi+l* (3.7) 
I 
In order to produce an hi+, for which (RI+ I)i+’ hi+ I = 0 on Si+ ,, we let 
hi+lISi=hi, hi+,\Pi+,=gi+l and attempt to solve for $l+,. The 
solvability of (Ri+ ,)‘+I hi+ I = 0 comes down to solving the following 
equation for #i+ 1 : 
(Bi+l)it’~i+l+ ~ (~i+~)‘Qt(R,)‘-‘hi=O, (3.8) 
17 
where the multiplication of operators in the summation means composition 
of the associated integral operators defined in the usual manner by their 
respective iterated kernels. 
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Let US now suppose that there are ri+, representatives of basic 
components in Pi+, . An easy contradiction argument (see [ 11, 
Proposition 61 for details), utilizing the important facts that no eigenelement 
Of KIPi+I can have support disjoint from all of the representatives of the 
basic components in Pi+, , and that the basic component representatives are 
minimal sets under “s’, shows that the eigenelements of K ( Pi + , belonging 
to ]]K]]sp must in fact be eigenfunctions, and that a basis for the (geometric) 
eigenspace would consist of ri+ , eigenfunctions having the support properties 
described by [ 11, Theorem 1 and Corollary l]. We are led to conclude that 
the eigenvalue ]]K]],, of K ] Pi+, has Riesz index precisely equal to one. 
Moreover, the accessibility of any subset in Pi+, from at least one of the 
representatives of basic components in P,, I enables us to infer from 
Proposition 3 that an eigenfunction )I+, for )]I< ]lsp can be chosen which is 
positive a.e. (u) on Pi+, . 
In (3.8), the range of K,,, is precisely equal to the range of (K,+,y, 
j = 1, 2,..., and we conclude that (3.8) is solvable for a real )i+,. For any 
scalar 1, A(;+ 1 + q$+, solves (3.8); and, with Q+, arbitrarily given, we can 
choose a positive scalar ,I(s,+ *) so that the resulting function 
n(ci+ 1) 9F+ I + @i+ I is less than or equal to zero on a subset B,, , c P,, , , 
,u(B,+ ,) < E,+, . We then define hi+,(x) SO that h,+,(x) = h,(x), x E Si; 
/z~+,(x)=~(E~+,)~~+~(x)+$~+,(x) for xEP,+,. The required generalized 
eigenfunction is h,-(jO, (x), which can be seen to have the required positivity 
properties by construction; moreover, this eigenelement can be taken as 
positive on its set of support except possibly on a set of measure less than an 
arbitrarily given 
E (> yg’ &i)* 
We now proceed to show that the eigenelements, constructed in the 
manner just described, form a linearly independent set. For each j = 
1,2,..., N, let I/ be a nearly nonnegative eigenelement for which w’ ] B > 0 
(except on a set of measure less than some positive specified number) if and 
only if B cAi-. We show C,“= I a,# = 0 + a, = 0, 1 < j < N. Consistent 
with the partitioning of the family r described by (2.4) and (2.5), we assume 
that the basic classes are indexed so that the jth basic class does not have 
access from the kth if k ( j. Forj ( N, then # ) A, = 0, but by construction, 
@’ ( A, > 0 a.e. (u). So uN = 0. Similarly, uN-, = 0, etc. So the set (I$, 
1 < j ,< N) is linearly independent. 
Let us now show that the eigenelements so constructed exhaust the totality 
of possible basis elements for the algebraic eigenspace of K corresponding to 
(] K(Jsp. We let v, be the index of the eigenvalue (( K(lSP, where V, will be deter- 
mined in the second half of the proof of Theorem 1. Suppose there is a w  not 
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in the linear span of those I/ just described. Then, first of all, we note that 
no eigenelement can have support including sets of smaller spectral radius 
than IIKllsp~ unless such sets are in the k*-closure of at least one of the basic 
component representatives. Otherwise, on such sets, which lie in 
U,“=, A; -A,, the operator (K - ]]K]]sp I) is invertible, and for no n 
whatsoever would (K - ]]K]]sp I)” I,U = 0. Therefore such v must have 
support in (J,“=, Ajm. This same argument shows that the minimal sets in the 
support of an eigenelement must be representatives of basic components. So 
we see that, for those representatives A, of basic components in <q, 
constituting minimal sets in the support of w, w  ( Ai will be a multiple of the 
fundamental eigenfunction of K ( Ai. We can produce an eigenelement @ with 
support in the k*-closure of representatives from U{>,‘s. Continuing in 
this manner, we can subtract a linear combination of I/, 1 < j < N, from v/ 
and have an eigenelement which vanishes on (Jy=, A,:. But (K - I( Kll,, I) is 
invertible [6, p. 717, Theorem 41 on the subspace of functions with this 
vanishing property. This completes the proof of Theorem l( 1). 
Proof (Assertion (2)). It is enough to show that if A, is a representative 
of a basic component a,, with depth m-(J), and if I/ is an eigenelement for 
which I# ] A, > 0 (except possibly on a set of measure less than some given 
amount E), then, for every k = 1,2 ,..., m-(J), 
IF - IlKll,,I)’ ~‘1 I B = 0, l=k, kfl ,..., B c P,(J) (3.9a) 
and 
IF - IlKlIsp I)‘(-’ v’l I B > 0 a.e. @), B c P,(J). (3%) 
(Here PLQ refers to the collection of sets in A,- which have access from A, 
in k steps). We assume that the subsets of A,- have been partitioned in terms 
of accessibility from A, as was done in the proof of part (1). For the purpose 
of the proof, we shall let v/’ ] Si _ ,(J) be the function v/’ restricted to the set 
P,(J)U “’ U Pi_,(J). 
The proof is by induction on k. Since I# is an element of the algebraic 
eigenspace of K corresponding to ]] K&r, the positive integer v0 > m-(J) is 
such that (K - ](K(]s,l)“o I# = 0. For k = 1, the conclusion of (3.9b) is 
obvious by construction of I/. To verify (3.9a), we observe that 0 = 
[W - lIKIIspP’ v’l I P,(J) = W - IlKll,,U I PdJ))“o v’ I P,Q. Since the 
only basic component representative in P,(J) is A, itself, the Riesz index of 
IlKIt,, to K ] P,(J) is precisely one [ 11, Theorem 11, and hence 0 = 
(W- IlKlI,,I) lP,Q)’ v’l P,W = [(K-- IIKIIJ) v’l IP,W 
Suppose now that for some integer 1 < q,, - 1 < m-(J), both (3.9a) and 
(3.9b) hold for k = l,..., Q, - 1, and consider qO. Because 
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(K - l/K J(sP I)“O V’ = 0, for v0 > m-(J) > v,, - 1, and by the induction 
hypothesis, 
O= ~(K-l~Kll,,~)‘vr’lI~,o-,(J)=R’,o-,[~l~,o-,(J)l (3.10) 
for j = q,, - 1, q0 ,..., it follows that 
0 = W - IIKII,, Vu0 v’y’l I P,o(J) 
= (Keo)“o b-’ I J’,JJ)l + c (~(,J”“-‘-’ Q,,-, Rto- Av’ I %jo- ,691 
j=O 
= R~o-~o"(iq-'[y/ 1 Pvo(J)] 
'IO 
tlo--2 
+ 2 (~.,o)'o-'-2 Q,,-,R:,-Jv’ 
j=O 
I %lo-,(J)l) 
= ~;;-vo+‘[[(K - IIKII,, Vvo-lti] I C,,(J)], (3.11) 
with bi = (K - I( K ]IsP I) ] P,(J). Now every basic component representative 
in Pvo(J) is minimal in P,o(J) under the partial ordering “2’. The 
conclusions of [ 11, Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 ] enable us to deduce that the 
Riesz index of J(K](,, for K I Pvo(J) is precisely one. Since v0 > q. - 1, it 
follows from (3.10) and (3.11) that for every integer I > vo, 
0 = K:;‘“+‘[KK - IIKII,, U”-’ ~‘1 IC,o(J)I 
= 1W - WI,, I)’ ~‘1 I C&J). 
We now turn to proving (3.9b). At this point, we have shown that 
[(K - IIKIl,,IY”-’ v’l I C,,(J) 
= &-‘[v’l f’,oCJ>] + 1 (&Y’“-j-2 Q~o-&,o-,IwJ I S,o-,(J)1 
j=O 
is an eigenfunction to K ] P,,(J) belonging to )( K ]lsP. Let A,, A 2 ,..., A, be the 
M, say, representatives of basic components in Pvo(J). Applying [ 11, 
Theorem 1 and Corollary 11, or alternately part (1) of the present theorem, 
we can deduce the existence of positive eigenfunctions cl,..., &, to K ) Pvo(J) 
such that rj ] B > 0 if and only if B has access from Aj in P?,(J) for some j, 
l<j<M. Therefore, by 111, Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 ] 
X((K - ]]K]]sp I) ] P,,(J)) is spanned by {c,: 1 < i Q M), and there exist real 
numbers b , ,..., b,,, such that 
[(K - IFlIsp 1)“‘-’ v’l I J’,,Q = it b,L (3.12) 
r=l 
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We next show that all the br’s are positive. Because the basic component 
representatives A, ,..., A, are the minimal sets in P,&J) under the partial 
ordering “<” given by Nelson [6, p. 7151, then the conclusions of [ 11, 
Theorem 2 and Corollary 21 enable us to deduce the existence of 
nonnegative adjoint eigenfunctions to K* ) P&Q, CT,..., cz, such that cj* ( Aj 
is precisely equal to the fundamental eigenfunction to K* ( A,, normalized in 
the Lq norm on each Aj. The support of each l;j* is precisely Aj because of 
the minimality of {Aj: 1 < j < M) with respect to the partial ordering “<“. 
More precisely, 
J 
Cj(x) Ci*(x) dP(x)= 1 [j(X) <j*(X)&(X) > O, j= l, 27*m.% MV (3.13) 
P vow “Aj 
and 
J r,(x) Ci*(x) 44x) = 0, i # j, i, j = 1, 2 ,..., M. P,,o(J) 
At this point, we observe that 
= bj J <j(X) Cy (XI &(X)V Aj 
j = 1, 2 ,..., M. (3.14) 
In order to deduce that bj > 0, several observations must be noted. For j = 
1, 2 ,..., M, we note that the set 
(3.15) 
must, in fact, be of positive measure, since otherwise the Aj’s in P,O(J) would 
in fact be minimal sets in P,e _, (J). M oreover, by the induction hypothesis, 
P;;%-’ I &,,-,V)ll I P,o-,V) = IF - llKllspV’-2 v’l I C,,-,W 
>o a.e. Cu), (3.16) 
and 
[R~~If(til Sllo-l(J)ll IPQ)= [(K-I/KIIspI)‘“-2 v’I I f’,(J) 
= 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., q0 - 2. (3.17) 
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Hence, from (3.15)-(3.17), for every j = I,..., A4, 
_ (J) k(x, v) R,“;r:[v’ I S,,- ,V)~(Y) 40) 44~) ‘10 ’
Since every subset of P,,&J) has access from at least one Aj, 1 <<j < M, it 
follows that the combination of [j(x) with positive coeffkients, yields a 
positive (a.e. ,u) eigenfunction. We conclude that 
a.e. @), 
thereby completing the proof of part (2) of Theorem 1. 
Proof (Assertion (3)). It is enough to show that for every basic 
component representative A,, with depth d(J), there exists an eigenelement I+V 
such that (K - (1 K (( sp I)d”’ w  = 0, and for n = 1, 2 ,..., d(J) - 1, 
(K - ((K (Is,, I)” IJI ( B > 0 (except possibly on sets of measure less than an 
arbitrary preassigned positive number) if and only if B has access from A, in 
at least n + 1 steps. 
The proof of the above uses induction on d(J), 1 Q d(J) < Mg where M 
denotes the number of subfamilies of r which arise by partitioning r in the 
manner described by (2.4) and (2.5); if d(J) = 1, the conclusion of (3) 
follows by applying parts (1) and (2) of the present theorem. Suppose now 
that for some integer d,(J), m > d,,(J) 2 2, assertion (3) is valid for any basic 
component representative whenever the depth is less than d,(J), and consider 
d,(J), the depth of our selected representative A,. Let A,(J),..., A,(J) be L 
basic component representatives having access from A, in two steps or 
more. Therefore the depth of A,(J), 1 Q 1 <L, is less than d,(J); and, by 
our induction hypothesis, there exist functions #I,..., (” so that 
(K - IJK(J,, I)do(” 4’ = 0, for 1 < 1 < L, and (K - ljKllsp I)” 4’ ) B > 0 
(except possibly on sets of measure less than an arbitrarily specified positive 
number) if and only if B has access from A,(J) in at least (n + 1) steps, n = 
0, l,..., d,,(J) - 1. Now such sets B will have access from A, in at least n + 2 
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steps. Letting @ = Cf=i $‘, we see that (K - IJKJJ,, I)dO”’ @ = 0, and for n = 
O,..., d,(J) - 1, (K - I(KJ(,, I)” @ has support on a set of positive measure, 
and is nearly positive on sets which have access from A, in at least n + 2 
steps. 
From part (l), there is an eigenelement I#, which is nearly positive on sets 
which have access from A,. The assertion of part (2) shows that 
(K - JIKJI,, I)” Iv/ 1 B > 0 whenever B has access from A, in (n + 1) steps. 
and zero whenever B has access from A, in less steps. By choosing J 
sufficiently large and positive, $7 = A@ + I# has the desired properties. 
thereby completing the proof of Theorem 1. 
At this point, we wish to point out that analogous results can be proved 
for the adjoint operator K*: L9(R,p) --t Lq(R, .D). For K*. the height of a 
basic component representative determines the type of eigenelement 
associated with it, as did the depth of a basic component representative in 
determining the eigenelements for K belonging to I( KJI,,. In an entirely 
analogous way, we subdivide subsets of A; in terms of their accessibility to 
the basic component representative A,. The partitioning of the family of 
basic components into subfamilies for studying the support structure of 
eigenelements of K * belonging to (( K (lSP p roceeds in the following fashion: 
.F7:= (a,, I= 1,2 ,..., s: (a; -a,)nT=0}, 
7:= (a,, f=s+ 1 ,..., h4, : (U~- - ~2,) n f CT:}. 
(3.18) 
I 
m-1 
7: = a,, 1= M, + l,..., N: (a; -a,)nfc (J .7-t> 
j:l 
where the notation (a; - a,) n r n Y;- i # QJ has a meaning analogous to 
its notational counterpart in (2.5). The results describing the support 
structure of the eigenelements belonging to K* are as follows: 
PROPOSITION 4. Consider the subfamily of basic components given by 
-6. Then each nonnegative eigenfunction to K * with support on each A ; is 
totally positive on A,: (a.e. P). 
THEOREM 2. Let K be a nonnegative, eventually compact linear integral 
operator with spectral radius IIKJISp > 0 with Riesz index vO. Moreover, let 
f= {ai: i= l,..., NJ be the family of basic components with the integer m 
denoting the number of subfamilies of r, which arise by partitioning r in the 
manner described by (3.18); then: 
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(1) A basis fir the algebraic eigenspace of K* associated with I( K/I,, 
consists of N eigenelements cy’, w’,..., fl such that each I# is positive on A;, 
when Ai represents the ith basic class ai, with the possible exception of sets 
Ei, ,u(E,) < Ed, .zi arbitrarily given. 
(2) The Riesz index ofI1 K(J,, is V, = m. 
(3) There is a generalized eigenelement whose support includes the 
largest number of basic component representatives and that for n = 0, I,..., 
m - 1, (K* - jlKllsp I)” w* ) B > 0 (except possibly on a set with measure 
less than an arbitrarily speclped number E > 0), if and only if B has depth of 
at least n + 1. 
The question arises of whether results similar to Theorem 1 can be 
obtained for the eigenelements belonging to the other peripheral eigenvalues 
with modulus )I K IJSP. The following example shows that the accessibility 
properties of the basic components do not necessarily dictate the index of the 
eigenelements belonging to peripheral eigenvalues other than J/K&, itself. To 
see this, we let K be the matrix defined by 
K=;’ 
6. 
7 
8 
12345678 
-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10000000 
1101000(! 
11100000 
(3.19) 
The significant k-components are (1,2), (3,4}, (5, 6), (7, 8) and each has 
spectral radius equal to unity and a negative eigenvalue 1, = -1. Also, we 
note that << = (7, S}, 5 = (5, 6), 5 = (3,4), x = {I, 2}, and moreover, 
that 1, = -1 has only genuine eigenvectors given by v, = (1, -1, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, O)‘, v2 = (O,O, 1, -l,O, 0, O)T, uj = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, -1, 0, O)‘, and v, = 
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, -l)T. Hence ,I,, = -1 has Riesz index one. 
To analyze the algebraic eigenspace corresponding to an arbitrary 
complex eigenvalue 1, = (1 K ((Sp exp(2lrij,/p,), we let r(j,, p,) be the 
collection of the N(j,, p,,) basic components having 1, as an eigenvalue. As 
before, we partition these basic components in the following manner: 
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.&(j(), PO) = (a,, 1= 1, L.3 r(jo, PO): 
for every A CA,_ -A,, (&I - K)IA is invertible), 
,Y?(j,. pJ = (a,, 1= r(jo, PO) + 1,..., N,(.i,, PO): 
For any element ai E Qj,, p,,) we can partition the sets in Ai, in terms of 
their accessibility, defined solely in this context in terms of representatives of 
basic components of r(j,, p,,), from the set A,,, representing the basic 
component (xi,. With the partitioning of components in (3.20), and the 
arrangement of sets as in (2.9) in terms of their accessibility from a basic 
component representative in terms of representatives of basic components in 
r(j,, pJ, we can prove Proposition 5 by exactly the same techniques 
employed in the proof of Theorem l( 1) and (2). 
PROPOSITION 5. Let T(j,, pO) = {at: i= 1, 2,..., N(j,. p,)) be the 
family of basic components having 1, = I( K (ISp exp(2rrij,/p,) as an eigenvalue, 
and let the integer m(j,,, pO) denote the number of subfamilies of r(j,, p,) 
which arise by partitioning r(j,, p,) in the manner described by (3.20). 
Then: 
(1) A basis for the algebraic eigenspace associated with ,I,, = IIKl/Sp . 
exp(2nij,/p,) can be chosen to consist of N(j,, pO) eigenelements 
iy’(x, jo, pO) ,..., ~~~~~~~~~ (x, j,,, pO) such that I$‘(x, je, pO) has support in Ai ; 
this support includes the set A, on which I# is a multiple of the eigenfunction 
to K / A i corresponding to A,, , which is normalized to unit-y in the LP-norm 
for functions with support in A i. 
(2) The Riesz index of I,, is less than or equal to m( j,, p,,). 
The proof of Proposition 5 is left to the reader. Using arguments similar to 
those employed in the proof of Theorem I, we can deduce that represen- 
tatives of basic components from f(j,,, pO) are the minimal elements, with 
respect to the partial ordering “s’, in the support of any eigenelement 
belonging to 1,. Restricted to any of these minimal sets, the eigenelement 
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will be a scalar multiple of the (normalized) eigenfunction to & of K so 
restricted. We finally remark that eigenelements of index r will have 
representatives of basic components from some Sj(j,, , p,), j > r, as their 
minimal sets under “s’. 
We can conclude from Theorem 1 that the k*-closures of representatives 
of basic components in 6 provide the support for generalized eigenfunctions 
of index r, r ( m, associated with ]] K ]lSp. Such conclusions were obtained by 
less elegant techniques by Victory in [ 11, Theorem 51; the significant result 
of the present paper was obtaining results on the sign structure of a basis of 
generalized eigenfunctions to I( K]lsp by using the concepts of height and 
depth of significant k-components. For peripheral spectral points other than 
I( K](sp, however, the example and the results of Proposition 5 show that 
similar conclusions cannot be drawn about the indices of associated 
generalized eigenfunctions from the arrangement of the basic components in 
subfamilies depicted in (3.20). 
IV. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH K* AND K 
POSSESS POSITIVE EIGENF~JNCTIONS FOR I( K (lSp 
In this section, we collect our results presented so far to state precisely 
necessary and sufftcient conditions for a reducible, nonnegative, eventually 
compact linear integral operator to possess an eigenfunction, positive a.e. on 
the domain set with respect to the designated measure. Here we shall assume 
that R is o-finite with respect to the underlying measure ,u. The proofs of the 
following results make use of [ 11, Theorem 1 and Corollary 1], and are 
trivial adaptations of the proof of Proposition 3 given in the Appendix. 
These results will be seen to generalize, in particular, the conclusions of [5, 
pp. 77-78, Theorem 61 giving necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
reducible nonnegative matrix to possess a strictly positive eigenvector 
corresponding to the spectral radius. 
THEOREM 3. Let f2 be o-finite with respect to the measure p. Then, 
necessary and suflcient conditions for K to possess an eigenfinction in 
L’(Q,,u), 1 < p < CO, belonging to (]K]lSp and positive a.e. (u), are that 
r= & and that every set in R have accessibility from at least one of the 
basic component representatives. 
For the adjoint operator K*, we have the analogous result: 
THEOREM 4. Let R be o-finite with respect to the measure p. Then, 
necessary and suflcient conditions that K* have an eigenfunction in 
L‘Wru), 1 <qQ 00, belonging to IIKII,, which is positive a.e. (,u), are that 
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r =. fl and that every set in 0 have accessibility to at least one of the basic 
component representatives. 
COROLLARY 3. Necessary and suflcient conditions that both K and K” 
possess positive (a.e. ,a) eigenfunctions to (JK(J,, are that <Fl =F: = f and 
that 52 can be expressed as a union of basic component representatives. 
COROLLARY 4. Zf IlKlisp is simple, and 1s both K and K" have 
nonnegative eigenfunctions, positive a.e. with respect to (,a), then the 
operators K and K* are irreducible. 
V. FURTHER RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS 
In some areas of applied mathematics such as radiative transfer and 
neutron transport, the equations determining the angular flux f due to both 
internal and boundary sources are of the form 
~=YW’+ g, (5.1) 
where g is the angular distribution from the sources mentioned; K is the 
integral transport operator or collision operator; and y is a parameter 
representing the expected number of particles resulting from a collision. The 
appropriate function space will be L’(r), where t is the measure defined on 
phase space (i.e., the position and velocity states of a particle) by 
ds(x, v) = u(x, v) dx dv, 
with x and v, respectively denoting the position and velocity of a particle, 
and a(x, v) represents the probability of collision per path length of a particle 
with position x, velocity v. An example of the operator K for transport in 
slab media can be found in 17, pp. 9CL104] along with rather mild 
conditions insuring that K is an eventually compact integral operator 
in L’(T). 
Each term of the Neumann series generating the solutions of (5.1). 
f y”K”g, (5.2) 
represents the contribution to the flux from those particles which have 
undergone n collisions in the medium after emission or incidence. The 
quantity Y” II K”&~~Tl represents the collision rate in a cylinder of unit cross 
section for particles which have emanated from a chain of n collisions, and is 
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termed as the nth generation collision density. In the event of convergence, 
we say that (y, g) forms a subcritical pair, which physically means that a 
stationary distribution can be maintained for all sources g under the collision 
conditions described by y and K, It is well known that convergence of (5.2) 
is assured for all nonnegative g if, and only if y ( y, = (11 K/j,,)-’ [9, p. 3231. 
For y = y,, divergence will occur for some g; indeed necessary and sufftcient 
conditions guaranteeing convergence of (5.2) are that g lie in operator- 
invariant ideals on which K has spectral radius less than (1 K((,,. 
Aside from intellectual interests, there are the practical considerations in 
ascertaining necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence of (7: K”g \ 
for all nonnegative g. For example, in nuclear reactor calculations, the 
assumption of convergence of (1 K”+ ‘g(l, ,J( K”gll, ,CT) justifies the use of the 
computationally popular fission power iterations Gfission source iterations) 
[ 1, pp. 188-1981 to compute the effective multiplication factor and the 
persistent distribution of particles in a nuclear reactor. Indeed, G. Birkhoff 
12, pp. 567-5691 put such computational considerations on a rigorous basis 
by defining K in terms of associated scattering and fission operators as the 
operator yielding the expected number of progeny from an incident particle 
in a fission medium. This work, as-well as other traditional analyses of the 
convergence question of {K”g, n > I } [ 3,4] in the context of transport and 
diffusion theory, have imposed physical constraints on the transport 
parameters in order to ensure that K is irreducible and primitive. In the 
ensuing analysis, we shall see that the question of convergence of the 
sequence (y;K”g, n > I} for general g is inextricably linked to the 
arrangement of representatives in the k*-closure of the support of g. In the 
event of convergence, we shall see that we can provide a physical inter- 
pretation of the adjoint eigenfunctions to IIKllSp in the context of transport 
and diffusion theory. 
As a first step, we let r be the collection of the N basic components whose 
representatives lie essentially in (supp g)-, and we subdivide the family r 
into subfamilies as was done in (2.4) and (2.5). We let m be the number of 
such subfamilies. We consider the subfamily Fm and we enumerate the basic 
components in S, as a, ,..., aL with representatives given, respectively, by 
A A,. , ,***, For each f, 1 <I < L, we partition A,- into disjoint subsets, 
characterized by their accessibility from A,, which we shall list as 
P,(Z),..., P,,,(Z). We also arrange the basic components with representatives in 
A,- into subfamilies as in (3.2), and denote these as T(1) ,...,. F,- ,(L), with 
;T,(/) = a,. Finally, we let ‘I/* (I) denote the generalized eigenfunction of index 
m whose restriction to A, is equal to the fundamental eigenfunction to 
y, K 1 A I with LP-norm unity. Now if an eigenvalue to y, K 1 A ,, exp(2nik/p,), 
k > 0, has index m, we let *(k, pI) -. . Fm- ,(k, pI), F,(k, pI) = a, be the 
subfamilies of basic components defined as in (3.20), where pf is the number 
of peripheral eigenvalues to y, K 1 A,. Indeed, we note that Sr,(k,p,) c Rr(l), 
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I<r<m, and we let wk (I) be the eigenelement of index m associated with 
exp(2nik/p,), defined in a similar manner as #. 
We let N, be the smallest integer such that K*‘Og intersects each of 
A I ,..., A, in a set of positive measure, and we define h = K”Og ] uf=, Ai , 
oj E r. We project h onto the subspace of eigenelements of index m 
\’ 2 (h, (yy’)*) y/:“. 
indeu=m /=I 
where (IJ$‘)* is an eigenelement to y, K* ) Ui= , Aj- belonging to the eigen- 
value exp(27cik/p,). Because representatives of basic components will be 
maximal sets, under the partial ordering “<” described in [6, p. 7 151, and 
because of the dual relationship between the given eigenelements of y, K and 
the adjoint eigenelements to y,K*, constructed as in the Riesz-Schauder 
theory [ 12, pp. 3 14-3441, we deduce that u1 is the maximal element in the 
support of (IJI~“)*, k > 0. On such sets (vi”)* will be a multiple of the eigen- 
function to 11, K* ] A, belonging to exp(2xik/p,) normalized in the Lg-norm to 
unity. We are able to deduce, e.g., (h, (-I&“)*) > 0. 
We consider y:K”’ of the expression in (5.3) for N sufftciently large, 
N > m. We relabel the eigenelements of lesser index associated with vi”, 
k 2 0, as $L!‘, = yf’, and (y, I? - AI)r vi” = I+?;:\. where ]A / = 1. We note that 
the eigenelements I&:, _ , , by construction will possess representatives of 
elements in &(k,p,), 3;(f) when k = 0, as minimal sets under the partial 
ordering “s’. The contribution to yyKNg from such eigenelements will be 
;’ (k (wlf’)* > exp(2nk(N - m + 1) i/p,) I+?:‘.,,~ , . (5.4 1 
We pick a basic component a, which lies in certain of the subfamilies 
<(l,) ,...,, <(I,). On the representative set A,, we find that I&?; _, , 1 < s ,< q. 
will be a positive multiple of the (LP-normalized) fundamental eigenfunction 
to 7, K ] A,,. Therefore, on A,, the contribution from 
(5.5) 
will merely be a positive multiple of the fundamental eigenfunction to 
-(I) Y,K IA,, since w,,,,,-, > 0 a.e. (,u) from the second part of the proof of 
Theorem 1, (3.9b), and (h, wkr’) > 0 for every I, 1 < 1 <L. Similar 
considerations apply to contributions from eigenelements to other peripheral 
spectral points. Because of the linear independence of the eigenfunctions to 
y,K ( A, belonging to the peripheral spectrum, we conclude (5.4) does not 
vanish on A,. 
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In the decomposition of h into eigenelements belonging to the algebraic 
eigenspaces of peripheral spectral points, (5.4) will be the dominant term, in 
the sense that terms in the expansion of yyKNh/( ,,,? I ), other than 
x 5 (h, (vi”)* > exp(2di(N - m + 1)/p,) IJi!‘,,-, , 
index=m I=1 
(5.6) 
will converge pointwise (a.e.) to zero as N-+ co. This is because of the fact 
that 
,!!! [(m-~-k)/(m~l)]zo’ 
for bounded m and k < m - 1, and because of the contribution of 
eigenelements with eigenvalues of modulus less than one. Therefore 
flKNh/(,!,) must have the functions defined by (5.6) as cluster points in 
LP(D,p); and since none of the functions vanish entirely, they must in fact 
be nonnegative. 
In the arrangement of all the basic components in subfamilies as in (2.4) 
and (2.5), we have seen that lim,,, ]]yTKNg(] = co if (supp g)- contains 
representatives of basic components in 5, Y > 1. We now consider the case 
where (Supp g)- includes only representatives of basic components in 3;. 
We pick a, ET and denote the peripheral spectra of yr K ] A, by 
(exp(2nik/p,), k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., p, - 1). The corresponding eigenfunctions are 
f0 gk, where Jo is the normalized fundamental eigenfunction to y, K ( A I and 
the { ik} are described in [ 11, Theorem 4). (See also the Appendix of the 
present paper.) We let di = (x E A, : g(x) = exp(2aijlp,)}, and define g to be 
zero on A,- -A,, and to be equal to 
fo + (l/p,)(l + g’+ g” + *** + P-‘)fo (5.7) 
for x E A,. We first show that g > 0 a.e. 01) on A,. Observe that on d,, g = 
2f,ld,,whileond,,J~1,gId,=f,)d,+(l/p,)(l+exp(275iJlpl)+...+ 
exp(2niJ(p, - 1)/p,))& =fO ] d,. Hence on A,, g is positive a.e. and doubles 
the values of& on d,, but otherwise keeps the values of& 1 A, fixed. 
We now examine yyKNg (A,. We see that (supp g)- = A, -. For 
y, Kg I A,, we see that since (y, K ] A ,)fO g’ = exp(2niJ/p,)f, g’, we get 
y,QlA, =.A+ (VP,)(~ +exp(2Wp,)~?+ .*. 
+ ewWi(p, - 1)/P,) 81-‘)sO, (5.8) 
and, we similarly deduce as before that y, Kg ]A, doubles the values of f0 on 
A,,-, , but otherwise leaves them fixed. Indeed, for 1 < N < p,, yyKNg ] A, 
will have the same values as Jo except on A,,-, where such values are 
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doubled. If N E r mod p, , then flKNg ( A, = yi K’g ( A,. The sequence 
(flK”g (A,} is not Cauchy in LP(R,p) and divergence occurs. We have 
proved by the foregoing analysis: 
THEOREM 5. For any nonnegative g E Lp(f2,p), y‘yK.‘g converges to a 
function in LP(R,p) if and only if r=3; and elements of 5 possess no 
peripheral spectral points other than /]K((sP. In the event of convergence. 
yl;iKNg -+ 0, or to 
(5.9) 
where (vi, 1 Q j < r) are the nonnegative eigenfunctions to y,K. 
Remark. We can give physical interpretations of our results in the 
context of radiation transport considerations discussed briefly at the 
beginning of this section. With the requirement that the vi in (5.9) have 
L ‘(5) norm equal to 1, we can conclude 
!\% llY:K’kll= i (g, ulj*> (5.10) 
j=I 
for any g E L’(r). From (5. IO), we see that I,u,?(x, v) is the limit of the nth 
generation collision density caused by a b-function source at (x, v) E Aj c .Y. 
and that the limiting collision density for any source g is the integral over the 
subsets Ai in phase space .P of the source g with respect to the appropriate 
weight function VT. 
The concepts of height of a significant k-component, depth of a significant 
k-component, and of accessibility to and from a significant k-component 
provide a ready vehicle for generalizing U. Rothblum’s results to the even- 
tually compact, integral operator setting. The next step in a study of 
nonnegative reducible, eventually compact linear operators would be to 
extend this work to the Banach lattice setting. Such an extension would of 
necessity be phrased in terms of ideals and operator invariant ideals [ 12, 
pp. 157-158, 1861. In particular, the existence of at most countably many 
significant k-components in the integral operator case would be generalized 
in the Banach lattice setting as the existence of a countable number of ideals 
in the Banach lattice B, restricted to which the operator K has a positive 
spectral radius, and which generate in a natural manner certain operator- 
invariant ideas of the Banac lattice. Such ideals would then be used to 
characterize, e.g., the distinguished eigenvalues of K, and to describe a basis 
for the algebraic eigenspace of ]]K]lsp. In summary, the author believes that 
the underlying structure of eventually compact, nonnegative, reducible 
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integral operators, in terms of significant k-components, can be extended to 
the Banach lattice setting by many of the techniques for the integral operator 
analysis. The author is presently pursuing such research. 
APPENDIX: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3 
We let ai E 6, and note that in A,,, the set Ai, is the minimal set under 
“2’ according to 16, Lemma 71; furthermore, it is easily seen that Ai, is of 
o-finite measure, by definition of k*-closure. We consider the following 
equations on Ai, : 
! k(x, Y).!-,(Y) 44.~9 = IIKlI,,f,(x)~ x E AioT (A.la) Ai 
Ux, Y)~,(Y) 40) = IIKlI,,f,W~ 
xEAio-AiO. (A.lb) 
We have shown in [ 11, Theorem 1 ] that, for f = (f,, fi), fl Ai, =f, > 0 
(a.e. p), f]Ai- - Ai = f2 > 0 with fi and j; known in principle. We wish to 
show that&(x) > 0 an any set of positive measure in Ai, -AiO. It suffices to 
prove this assertion for each representative of a significant k-component and 
of quasinilpotent sets in A,,. We turn to the case for significant k- 
components. 
SigniJicant k-Components 
We let p be a significant k-component with representative B CA,;. The 
subset of J2 for which 
J Hx Y)~,(Y) 44~) > 0 (A.2) Ai 
constitutes KAiO and forms a set of positive measure. The set KAiO -Ai 
forms a subset of A,; of positive measure, since Ai is not assumed to be k*- 
closed. (Indeed, if Ai is k*-closed, the conclusion of Proposition 3 is 
trivially true.) The subset KA i0 - A ,a will lie in A io -A i,, and, Kj(K.4 i. - A [,J 
I A ,. -A i0 for any j, since A io - Ai k-reduces A iC (see [ 11, 
] for a proof of this fact). Two cases arise: 
will be in 
Theorem 1 
Case I. 
P xEAi+Ai,: - I Wx, ev).f,i~) 40) > 0 nB > 0. 1 I (A-3) 14 lo 
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Condition (A.3) states that KAiO intersects B in a set of positive p-measure. 
The equation for fl B becomes 
4-5 Y)f,(Y) WY) + I WV Y)fi(Y) 44Y) 
‘0 -Ai~-Aio-B 
+ j, 4~3 Y)f*(Y) WY) 
= /I K Ilsp f&h x E B. (A.4) 
Because Z3 represents a significant k-component, with spectral radius a(B), 
0 < o(B) < (( K(jsp, the operator 
will map nonnegative, nontrivial functions defined on B to elements which 
are positive a.e. [9, p. 3331. Since j,, k(x, y) f,(y) dp( y) is positive on a 
subset of positive measure in B, and thg second integral on the left-hand side 
of (A.4) is nonnegative, we see that f2 1 B > 0 a.e. ,u. 
Case II. B n KAiO in a set of zero ,u-measure. Because B c A,,, there 
exists an integer m, such that B n KmoAio has positive p-measure 16, 
Proposition 8(ii)j. We let KAimeAiu be the integral operator defined by 
restricting k(x, y) to (A i. - R,,) x (Ai, - Ai,). Because B n Km%4 i,, has 
positive p-measure, we can conclude that the set defined by 
will intersect B in a set of positive measure. We now choose any r > m, such 
that r G 1 (mod N), where N is the number of peripheral eigenvalues of 
K 1 B. From (A.6), we see that the following set 
+ . . . + ((K~~~~~,>/llKll~~‘)lJ W-, Y)~,(Y) &(J) > 0 t 
(A-7) 
Ai, 
4OYj90 2 Ih 
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will intersect B in a set of positive p-measure. We consider the integral 
equation 
[I- ((K:,,-“,~)/llKll:,)l fz(x) 
=I+ (WA,,--A,JlIKIIsp) + e-e + ((K;,‘-,,,)/llKllZ,‘)~ . 
XEA,o-Ai,, G4-8) 
where KJ, ,~ - A ,~ is defined by the iterated kernel k’(x, u), given by 
KY,-13 Y)44Y,-,I **. 44Y,)9 
(X3 Y) E (Ai; -Ai,,) X (Ai; -Ai,)* (A-9) 
For x E B, we express (A.8) more graphically 
[I+ ((KAco-AJ/llKll~p> + *** + ((K;,~.~i,)/llKll~,‘)I * 
(A.lO) 
Before analyzing the irreducibility properties of the integral operator 
defined on Lp(B,p) by 
I’ k’(x, v).f(v)4(~), xEB, fE~P(f&~U), (A.ll) 
-B 
we recall some basic properties of the peripheral spectrum of nonnegative, 
irreducible, eventually compact linear integral operators defined on function 
spaces Lp(L?, ,u), 1 < p < co, with ,u a o-finite measure on 0. It is well known 
(see, for example, [ 11, Theorem 41) that for such an operator K: (a) the 
spectral radius a(K) is positive, of simple multiplicity, with an eigenfunction 
(the fundamental eigenfuncfion) f, positive a.e. on 0; (b) the peripheral 
spectrum is a fully cyclic point spectrum with simple eigenvalues given by 
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c(K) exp(2rrrijlN), 0 <j < N - 1, and corresponding eigenfunctions given by 
fi=&gi, O,<j,<N- 1, where gEL”O(R,p), g”= 1 a.e. @); and (c)Q= 
07.1, a,, where 8, = (x E 0: g(x) = exp(2nijlN)}, ,U(Qj) > O,O < j < N - 1. 
are such that K: tp(i2j,,u)-,LP(Ri~,,p), l,< j<.N-- 1, and K: 
LP(Q,, P) -+ LP(Q,- ,v Pu), with Z,p(s2,,~) denoting the set of L” functions 
with support in ai. 
The adjoint operator K*, of course, will have the properties similar to 
those described for K in the preceding paragraph with the exception that K*: 
L4(sZj-,,p)-’ L9(Qj,p), 1 < j<N- 1 and K*: L9(RN-,,p)-+ L”(R,.pu) 
and that each eigenvalue u(K) exp(2xijlN), 0 < j < N - 1, has an eigen- 
function of the form gj(x) = (g(x))-j g,(x), where g, is the fundamental 
eigenfunction to K*. 
From (c), we can conclude that KN: LP(Ri,p) + Lp(Sai,p), 0 <j ,< N - 1, 
and K” is a completely reducible operator on Lp(fl,p) with each Rj both 
(k*)N and &closed. We can write K”“= Cy:i K”‘l f2,. The spectral 
radius of KCv is 8(K) and is the only eigenvalue on the spectral circle. The 
geometric multiplicity is N, and the eigenspace belonging to u&(K) has a 
basis of nonnegative eigenfunctions, with each basis eigenfunction$ given by 
~= {folL!j; 0, XEni, i#fj~, (A.12) 
because each Qj is both (k”)*- and &“-closed. It can be further shown that 
each Rj is P-irreducible and KN ) Qj is primitive, having only one eigenvalue 
of modulus aN(K). The properties described in this paragraph also hold for 
K’“, where 1 is any integer greater than one. 
The discussion in the preceding paragraphs show that K has the decom- 
position 
N- I 
K . = o(K) 5‘ e2nijiN( gj, . )fi + V, 
,jO 
(A.13) 
where V commutes with K, o(V) < a(K). If K is also primitive, then (A. 13) 
reduces to 
K . = a(K)(s,,, .>f, + V. (A. 14) 
We are now in a position to prove: 
LEMMA A.l. The operator 
(A.15) 
is an irreducible operator deBned on L’(B,,u). 
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Proof First, we observe that 
k’(x,p)=j j . ..j 
Ai,--Ai, Ai<-Aio 
4x9 u,) w,, 15) 
Aic-“,o 
The latter difference in (A.16) generates a positive kernel, since 
B c Ai; - Aio. More succinctly, we write 
k’(x9 Y> = Gxx, v) + [W, Y> - 4x-G Y)] (A.17) 
with kL(x, ~7) denoting the rth iterated kernel of k(x, -v) 1 B x B. We now 
show that kL(x, J)) generates an irreducible operator. We let B,, B, ,..., B,v _, 
be the subsets of the a-finite set B generated by the cyclic decomposition of 
K, on B. Let C # B be a set which is (&)*-closed. This means that 
(positive) functions in Lp(B,p) with support in C will be mapped to 
functions with support in C by any power of Kf,. Indeed, (KL)’ C c C. From 
the fact that r 3 1 (mod N), we conclude that there must exist at least onej, 
0 < j < N - 1, for which C n Bj c Bj, ,u(C n Bj) > 0, but is not equal to Bj* 
Now since each KrNr, m > 1, is completely reducible on B, we have 
KFN’C = u;c; K;m,mN” (Cn B,); by the reducibility of KSmNr on B, we have 
for at least one j, K,“““(Cn Bj) c Cn Bj for all m > 1. For any integral 
multiple of N, K,““\ Bj is primitive, with spectral radius oavm(B), and we see 
from the representation of a primitive operator in (A.14) that a function with 
support only on Cn Bj c Bj will be mapped by a power of KLN ( Bj to a 
function with support in Bj not completely contained in Cn Bj. Thus there 
is an m > 1 such that 
KLN”‘(Bj n C) - (Bj n C) 
will have positive measure. This contradicts our assumption that C is (kL)*- 
closed. Therefore KL is irreducible. Lemma A.1 is proved, after noting that 
the kernel [k”(x, u) - k;(x, JJ)] is nonnegative and the operator with this 
kernel will not destroy the irreducibility properties of KE, when added to it. 
We conclude that fi ] B is strictly positive (up to sets of p-measure zero), 
and f, is positive on representatives of significant k-components in Ai,. 
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Quasinilpotent subsets of Ai, 
We shall use our results on the significant k-components to analyze the 
positivity of fi on the quasinilpotent subsets of Ai,. Let A, = Ai, n f2,. In 
solving for fi 1 A,, we are confronted with the equation 
I w, Y)./-(Y) 9(Y) + I’ w Y)f?(Y) 44?,) 
~(.4,y-A,)nAi, .*ll 
= II%,f,W~ xEA,. (A.18) 
We note that the set (A; -A,) n Ai, will consist exclusively of represen- 
tatives of significant k-components, and AiO is included in this set by [6, 
Proposition 8, p. 7141, since A, c A,, by definition. Equation (A.18) will 
have a nontrivial, nonnegative solution fi ( A, if and only if 
I k(xv Y)f(Y) WY) > 0 (A. 19) - (.4;-Ao)nAii 
on a set of positive measure in A,,. If this does not happen we conclude, from 
the fact that f (y) is essentially positive on (A, -A,) n Ai,, that k(x, y) = 0. 
x E A,, y E (A; - A,,) n Ai,. Such a conclusion implies that A, is a k-closed 
subset of A; n A,,, and will not therefore include AiO in its k-closure 
(relative to Aib). This contradicts the fact that Ai, includes A, ([6, 
Proposition 8, p. 7141). Therefore we have fi ( A,, > 0 and nontrivial. 
At this point, we have established the positivity off, on a subset B, of A,, 
,u(B,) > 0. Suppose there exists a subset C, of A,,, ,u(C,) > 0. on which 
f2 G 0. We note that C, = A, - B, (up to sets of ,u-measure zero). Two cases 
arise: 
Case I. C, n B,- = 0. Then the equation for f, 1 C, becomes 
1,--c jn*.- 
4x: Y)f(Y) 44Y) + I’ G. U>fAY> 44l,) 
0 0 ‘0 . co 
= II K IL fi(x)v XE c,. 
As before, the integral 
J 4x7 Y)f(Y) 40) (C,-C,)nAi, 
(A.20) 
is an integral over representatives of significant k-components, and the same 
reasoning as before shows that the above integral is positive on a subset C, 
of positive measure. Therefore f] C, > 0 and nontrivial, which is a 
contradiction. So y(C,) = 0. 
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Case II. C; includes B, or a subset thereof. This case is handled 
similarly to Case I, and here we conclude p(C,,) = 0. The proof of 
Proposition 3 is complete. 
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